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DATE OF OCCURRENCE:

The event was identified on May 10, 1984.

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE:

During a review of a proposed modification to the existing spent fuel storage
rack configuration, a question was raised as to whether or noc the fuel pool
gates are moved over spent fuel during their removal or replacement-s,

', sequences. Although Operations representatives,could not specifically cite.
any one particular instance of this, they believe that movement of tne gates
(each of which weighs approximately 1800 lbs.) over spent fuel may have
occurred several times during past refueling operations.

is is considered to be reportable as defined in 10 CPR 50.73 (a)(2)(i).

ACRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE:

/Inreviewingengineeringanddesigndocumentsforthespentfuelstoragerack
expansion modification, Technical Functions personnel contacted on-site
Operations personnel in order to detenaine whether or not the fuel pool gates
are moved over the spent fuel during refueling operations. Technical

-Functions concern was that each of the gates weighs approximately 1800 lbs.,
and that movement of these gates over the fuel is a violation of Technical
Specification 5.3.1.D (the effective date for.this Technical Specification is
March 30, 1977). Although no specific instance of this could be cited by the
Operations personnel, they acknowledged that it may have occurred on several
occasions during past refueling cycles, but was never observec or noted.

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE:

In order to remove or replace the fuel po'ol gates from their in-service
configuration, the station procedure requires that they be rigged to the 5-ton
auxiliary hoist and moved to a staging location on the south wall of the fuel
pool. The station procedure used for movement of these gates refers to the
reactor building overhead crane operating procedure, with an emphasis for the
personnel involved in the movement to be familiar with the precautions secticn
of the crane operating procedure. The prerequisite section contains several
paragraphs that strictly detail what loads (by weight) may or may not'be
lifted in the vicinity of irradiated fuel. However, the gate removal or
replacement procedure does not specifically state the weight of the individual
gates. It is p ssible that had the weight been stated, the gates would not
have been moved over irradiated fuel in accordance with the crane operating
procedure. It is also possible that the supervisory personnel present for the
gate movements believed the weight of the gate to be less than the limiting
weight of 485 lbs. stated in the procedure.
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ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT:
.

The event of dropping the weight of one fuel assembly onto irradiated fuel has
been analyzed and has shown that any rupturing of fuel pins would result in
radiation doses less than those permitted by 10CFR100. 'Ihe analysis for a
load drop-in excess of the weight of one fuel assembly has not been
performed. ' Station procedures do, however, require that rigging and lifting
of the fuel pool gates be done with extreme caution and a'n emphasis on proper
attachment of the load to the hook and associated lifting components. Due to
conservative industry standards regarding the rating and load testing .of
lifting and rigging components, the likelihood of a load drop is minimized.

Additionally, it is difficult to determine the extent of this Technical
Specification. violation. When moving the gates, Maintenance personnel mye
them away from the south wall of the fuel pool only far enough to clear
obstructions suspended from the top edge of the fuel pool. Depending upon
where fuel was stored in the racks at the time of the gate movement, there may
or may not have been a Technical Specification violation.

CORRECTIVE ACTIOth

Maintenance personnel involved in the removal and replacement of the fuel pool
gates will be cautioned regarding adherence to station procedures involving
the reactor building overhead crane. Additionally, the station procedure for
the gate movements will be revised to specifically state that the gates may
not pass over spent fuel. These revisions will provide the administrative
assurance that irradiated fuel will be shuffled, and suspended equipment will
be rearranged in appropriate containations such as to prevent movement of the
gates over spent fuel. .
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GPU Nuclear CorporationNggIgf Post Office Box 388
Route 9 South
Forked River, New Jersey 08731-0388
609 971-4000
Writer's Direct Dial Number:

June 8, 1984

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Licensee Event Report

his letter forwards one (1) copy of Licensee Event Report (LER)
No. 84-010.

Very truly yours,

b
vz J$J

Peter' B. nedler
Vice President and Director
Oyster Creek

PBP: dam
Enclosures

,

,

cc: Dr. @onas'E. 711rley, Administrator
Region I-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
631 Park' Avenue

' King of Prussia, PA 19406

NRC Resident Inspector
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Forked River, PU 08731

ZU

'fl
GPU Nuclear Corporation is a subsidiary of the General Public Utilities Corporation
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ABSTRACT:

! For an undetermined number of iterations the fuel pool gates have been moved
over irradiated fuel bundles in the fuel pool. This violates the Technical
Specification requiring that no object in excess of the weight of one fuel

,

L assembly (approximately 485 lbs.) be moved over stored irradiated fuel. The
handling procedure for the fuel pool gates will be revised to prevent lifting
the gates above irradiated fuel. Additionally, maintenance personnel will be
instructed further as to the restrictions for movement of the fuel pool gates.
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